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“We chose Vodafone for two main reasons: because of our excellent past customer 
experience of its mobile service, and because it could offer a complete solution for our 
needs, including calls and line, data network and mobile.”
Craig Duffy, IT manager, Optical Express Group
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Founded in 1991, the Optical Express Group’s portfolio has 
developed to include laser eye surgery, private dentistry, 
healthcare services and cosmetic surgical and non-surgical 
treatments, as well as maintaining the core optics division 
of spectacles and contact lenses. It is the market leader 
and carries out more than twice as many procedures as its 
nearest competitor. The Group currently operates in the UK, 
US, Ireland, Croatia, Germany, France and The Netherlands. 

Optical Express currently uses a Multi-Protocol Label 
Switching (MPLS) network to link all of its sites across the UK 
and internationally. As well as fixed line voice and data, it is using 
the network to run a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) system 
from Avaya.

Unfortunately, the company began to have issues with the 
network and the service provided by its incumbent provider. “We 
started to experience real performance and network management 
problems,” says Craig Duffy, IT manager at the Optical Express 
Group. Vodafone had already been working with Optical Express for 
eight years to deliver mobile services and it was a natural step to 
discuss providing a network for fixed line voice and data.

“We reviewed the solutions available in the market and spoke 
to our Vodafone account manager, who informed us about the 
wide range of services provided by Vodafone, including Unified 
Communications (UC) and their fixed line solutions,” says Craig. 
“We met the various teams responsible for UC within Vodafone and 
as we got to know them better, they seemed a better fit for  
our business.

“We also talked to a number of other telecoms companies, but 
they were unable to provide a full package of calls, lines, mobile 
and the MPLS network,” says Craig. “In the end, we chose Vodafone 
for two main reasons: because of our good past experience of 
its service and because it could offer a complete solution for 
our needs, including fixed and mobile which would allow us to 
implement a complete Unified Communications solution.”

“While our previous provider offered more of an off-the-shelf 
solution, the team from Vodafone came up and spent time with 
us at our call centre, to see what we actually wanted to do.”
Campbell Proven, Call Centre Manager
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Centralised network

“We were looking for an average cost reduction of 40%, particularly 
for calls and lines,” says Craig.”Vodafone took our existing bills 
and ran them through Tariff Match, price matching software to 
demonstrate that they could meet our target.”

Vodafone  is rolling out a fully managed service across the 
business which includes an MPLS network to securely connect 
Optical Express’ head office, its call centre and all of its stores. This 
will be used for data and for phone calls using VoIP. Vodafone has 
also supplied mobile voice and mobile data services for the entire 
field based operations staff at the company. 

“Our smaller stores don’t have an external phone system, so they 
route their external calls up to head office over the network and 
then break onto the voice network from there,” explains Craig. 
“The bigger stores have their own external lines and a local switch 
which also acts as a standalone system in the event of a system 
failure, allowing the store still to receive and make calls. All of our 
calls within the company are done for free over VoIP.”

Optical Express uses a centralised diary appointment system 
which runs over the network. When its call centre makes contact 
with a customer, they book an appointment on the central system 
which is immediately available to the local store staff. This allows 
the management team to manage the appropriate level of 
resources within each store.

“The optometrists work paperlessly using our Patient Management 
system, and can securely retrieve patient information in any of 
our 200 clinics, making their work faster and more efficient,” says 
Craig. “They have BlackBerrys, so if they’re on the move they can 
respond to other staff – which may often mean a patient query 
can be sorted out in real time, avoiding the need for the patient to 
make a follow-up visit to one of our stores.”

The company also runs its Electronic Medical Records (EMR) 
system over the network. This tracks every aspect of the tests, 
images and measurements that its optometrists undertake for 
customers, and enables data to be securely accessed by the 
appropriate people whichever site they are located at.

“The EMR system gives us visibility of the medical records of our 
patients, which enables us to talk confidently to a patient with their 
information on screen – thus improving the customer experience,” 
says Craig. “This data is de-personalised, then analysed by our 
Medical Director and his biostatistician team and the results are 
used to further improve the quality of outcome and safety of the 
procedures.”

“Vodafone took our existing bills and 
ran them through Tariff Match, price 
matching software to demonstrate 
that they could meet our target .”
Craig Duffy, IT manager, Optical Express Group
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Call centre efficiencies

Optical Express has a large call centre in Glasgow, which has 250 
staff. Vodafone is providing design services for the new building 
including the local area network (LAN), a secure and resilient 
internet connection, implementing a fault tolerant network and 
resilient server and phone system setup and is also handling 
integration with the existing headquarters.

“We are also looking at adding multi-channel capabilities to the 
call centre such as SMS and live chat,” says Campbell Proven, Call 
Centre Manager. “To achieve this, we will leverage the platform and 
expertise that Vodafone can bring.

“While our previous provider offered more of an off-the-shelf 
solution, the team from Vodafone came up and spent time  
with us at our call centre, to see what we actually wanted to do,” 
says Campbell. 

“We also want to increase the number of outbound calls we’re 
making, so we can improve the service to all of our customers,” 
continues Campbell. “We want to introduce a system that calls 
the patient while their details are read on screen by an agent. 
This means the agent is up to speed on the patient when the call 
connects. As we only call patients if there is a free agent already 
allocated to the call we don’t suffer from the problem where our 
patients hear silence if no agent is available.”

Sharing images and video

As well as Quality of Service technology to prioritise voice traffic, 
Vodafone has provided hardware acceleration to maximise the 
effective speed of the network, which helps Optical Express share 
data between its sites. “The new network is up to eight times faster, 
in terms of bandwidth, than the previous solution,” says Meesha 
Tanna, Senior Optometrist. “We take a lot of high resolution images 
of eyes, (which are essential to have a full medical record), this 
results in a lot of data to move around the network,” says Meesha.

“The Vodafone network will enable us to share eye images 
between stores, so a patient can visit a consultation store which 
doesn’t perform surgery for their initial consultation then go to 
another site for their laser eye surgery without needing another 
image to be taken. The aftercare then happens at the local store 
for the patient’s convience – we’d always wanted to share these 
images, but the previous network couldn’t cope with it,” concludes 
Meesha.

The faster network will also enable Optical Express to stream 
video from its head office to its stores, for example to show videos 
to customers on the consultation process. “We currently have to 
manually send each video to each PC in a store, but this takes a  
lot of time for our IT help desk,” says Craig. “The Vodafone network 
will let us stream video, saving time and freeing up our people for 
other tasks.

For the future, we plan to add video conferencing over the 
Vodafone network – thus helping to reduce cost and carbon 
footprint by cutting down on flights, and to improve business 
performance with higher quality meetings,” says Craig. “We’re also 
planning to replicate the success of the UK implementation across 
our other countries – with Vodafone as our partner in each case.”
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“The new network will be up to eight times faster and will enable us to share high resolution eye 
images between stores and also stream videos, allowing us to improve patient services.”
Meesha Tanna, Senior Optometrist
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To find out how your business can gain from better communications, visit: www.vodafone.com  
and go to our business section or contact your Vodafone account manager today.

Significant benefits

•    Forty percent reduction in overall cost, including free VoIP calls  
 between company sites 

•    Faster network enables videos to be streamed to stores not downloaded,  
 saving IT staff time

 
•    Better data handling on network means high resolution images of patients’  

 eyes can be shared, removing the need for new images to be taken
 
•    Improved efficiency in call centre will enable increase in outbound calls to  

 customers, thus improving customer service
 
•    Mobile technology enables real-time communication between  

 optometrists, so patient queries can be resolved immediately with no  
 need for a follow-up visit
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